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Overview

!Context of structural/regulatory reform

!The nature of the regulatory problem

!The criticisms of regulation and
regulators

!Regulatory certainty and Investment

!Future regulatory challenges
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Structural and regulatory
reform

!A decade of radical change aimed at:
– improving national competitiveness and

efficiency

– benefits  flowing downstream /to customers

!Structural reform/privatisation/competition

!Policy and regulatory reform
– Govt. businesses exposed to TPA

– NCP and Part IIIA access regimes

!New institutional arrangements
– codified access regulation rules

– multiplicity of new regulatory bodies
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Nature of the regulatory
problem

!Absent competition, to facilitate efficient
outcomes in natural monopoly markets
– promote efficient investment/operation

– prevent monopoly conduct/inefficiency

– facilitate efficient use of access to services

!The regulator’s principal-agent problem
– information asymmetry and ‘gaming’ incentives

– regulatory incentives to motivate efficient conduct

– achieve efficiency/reliability goals of public policy

– adopting cost-effective regulatory
processes
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The role of the regulator

!Regulators must balance competing
goals/interests
– ensure prices track efficient costs

– incentives for cost, service, investment efficiency

– ensure users benefit from efficient prices/services

– minimise regulatory risks and costs

!Regulators must discharge responsibilities
– within requirements of legal framework

– consider interests of all stakeholders

– being consultative, transparent and accountable

– deliver outcomes that serve the ‘public interest’
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Criticisms of the regulatory
process

!Transparency and customer access
concerns

!High cost, information intensive processes

!Prescriptive, cost-based methodologies

!Increased regulatory risk and uncertainty

!Disincentives for efficiency and investment
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Some responses to customer
concerns

!Conservative regulatory assumptions
– given info asymmetry and reliability concerns

– err towards network adequacy

!Customer transparency/access
– comprehensive public process

– consultation papers/draft reports

– extensive website information

!But: issues are technical/complex
– customer reps  resourcing and experience
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High cost, information
intensive processes

!First round of infrastructure price reviews

!Need to interpret regulatory framework

!Collection of relevant inform/data
– to establish cost/price starting point

– to monitor performance/reliability

– for efficiency benchmarks/cross firm comparison

– to inform analysis/decision-making

– to inform consultation process

!Basis for less detailed/costly
future reviews
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Prescriptive, cost based
methodologies

!‘Building blocks’ approach to CPI-X price caps
– forward-looking costs/fixed review periods

– X derived from projected revenue benchmarks

– cost/service efficiency incentives

!Role of external benchmarks in determining X
– industry-wide, not firm specific data

– normalisation for firm specific features

– TFP/DEA untested and data intensive

!More cost-effective future approaches
– need a consistent national database

– regulator/industry cooperation
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Regulatory risk and
uncertainty

!Causes of regulated utility uncertainty?
– expectations of original/current investors

– economy, financial and market conditions

– appropriateness of policy/regulatory framework

– regulators’ interpretation, process, decisions

!Have initial decisions reduced/increased risk
– clearer interpretation of regulatory framework

– precedent basis of decisions/reasons

– implications for viability/investment

!Distinguish b/w reg of mature networks and
‘greenfields’ investments
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Incentive regulation of mature
networks

!Established infrastructure/markets
– new investment at the margin

– focus on return of/return on sunk capital

!Critical role of ‘regulatory WACC’

!Alignment of commercial/public interests
– incentives for cost/service efficiency

– periodic resets to align costs/prices

– balance viability, efficiency, investment goals

– customers benefit from price/service gains

!Building block/external benchmarks debate
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Regulation of mature
networks (cont)

!Some implications of the regulatory WACC
– market cost of capital vs hurdle rates

– promise of high returns vs reward for effort

– impact of low/high WACC on vestment/reliability

!Have regulators been close to ‘market
WACC’

!NERA study on regulated rates of return
– Aust. ‘vanilla WACCs’ higher than US and UK

– consistency of Aust WACC
methodology/decisions
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Regulation of mature
networks (cont)

!Indicators of ‘viability’ impacts
– ability to attract equity/raise & service debt
– nominal ROE + 12%/nominal debt cost 7.6%
– financial ratios for BBB credit rating
– credit rating agency reports
– diversification /’value releasing strategies

!Mergers/acquisitions and share trends
– UE and AGL share price trends

– Powernet/4 of 5 Vic elec DBs changed ownership
since 1995

– role of strategic management decisions
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Regulation of ‘greenfields’
investments

!Are regulations/regulators barriers to
greenfields investments?

!Greenfields investment are different:
– large, upfront, specialised sunk capital

investments

– uncertain future markets/stranded asset risk

– exposure to post-investment opportunism

– long term foundation contracts to underwrite
investment risks

!Hence concerns about regulatory oversight
– regulatory resets/cost of capital
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Regulation of ‘greenfields’
investments (cont)

!Some energy industry examples:
– elec transmission interconnections

– gas pipeline interconnections

– gas transmission/distribution for country towns

!Electricity/Gas Code issues
– role of markets, contracts, property rights vs.

direct regulation

– consistency of energy market/network price
signals

– flexibility of elec/gas codes to facilitate
new risky investments
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Regulation of ‘greenfields’
investments (cont)

!Gas Code has considerable flexibility
– competitive tendering provisions

– permits longer periods between reviews

– can defer capital recovery/capitalise losses

!Flexibility has been applied
– asymmetric risk issue recognised

– 10 year reset period for CW pipeline

– capitalised losses/higher cost of capital for
Mildura/Bairnsdale distribution

!Electricity Code has remaining challenges
but some flexibility
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Competitive or market-based
tariffs for new gas pipelines?

– Will current comp structure discipline market based
tariffs?

– Will negotiated tariffs approximate efficient
prices/costs over project life?

– Should market-based tariffs be locked in w/o review
for 20+ years?

– How would prices fall with demand growth and
access to scale economies?

– What comp/public interest tests should be satisfied?

!Adequacy of rules for entrepreneurial
elec interconnectors?
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Concluding comments

!Objective  to improve competitiveness/
performance of the economy

!Regulatory problem:  to motivate efficient
behaviour, absent market competition

!Regulation has come a long way

!The ongoing regulatory reform agenda
– effective reform of regulatory frameworks

– more cost-effective regulatory processes

– incentive regulation of mature assets

– more flexible f/works for greenfields investments

!What are the implications for investment?


